
EURO TUB LIFTER IN

STAINLESS STEEL

(200L)
OA-2100



Euro Tub Lifter in

stainless steel (200L)

Stainless Euro Tub Lifter, specially

designed for e�cient handling of

standard �sh and meat bins (200L). This

lifter is also suitable for pharmaceutical

industries with stringent hygiene

requirements. Its ergonomic handle

ensures easy maneuverability in

production environments, while e�ortlessly lifting the tubs from the �oor.

The Euro Tub Lifter features an adjustable gripper system speci�cally designed

for lifting plastic tubs. The gripper system securely attaches to the top sharp

edge of the tub. 

Simplify your operations, ensure worker safety, and maintain high hygiene

standards with our Stainless Euro Tub Lifter.

PRODUCT DETAILS

Load capacity: 250 kg

Designed for a standard 200L Euro Tub

Width outside/inside: 810 mm / 660 mm

Total length: 890 mm

Lift height 500 mm

Total height: 1160 mm

Equipped with nylon wheels for smooth movement

Bolts, axles, screws, nuts, and split pins made of stainless steel

An adjustable gripper system is designed to lift the Euro Tub

The polished pistons and cylinders ensure long-lasting durability of the pump system

Made in Denmark

HYGIENE
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For more aggressive environments, we o�er the option of an

AiSi 316 Stainless chassis and fork carrier truck, which

provides enhanced rust resistance.

Stainless steel – the risk of bacterial attack is minimised

Developed for environments with severe hygienic requirements

Easy to clean

Few hiding places for bacteria

SAFETY

Features a reliable closed hydraulic system with an automatic free position valve for the handle

The automatic free position valve prevents the forks from lifting when the handle moves slowly, while

allowing normal lifting when the handle is moved faster.

ERGONOMICS

The lift function makes it easy to lift the tub from the ground

Designed with user safety and ergonomic working conditions in focus

Options
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Product Details

Load capacity: 250 kg

Sizes:

Width outside / inside: 810 mm / 660 mm

Total length: 890 mm

Total height: 1,160 mm

Lift height: 500 mm

Steering and load wheels: Nylon

Weight: 76 kg
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